
From: Sylvia Kirkwood
To: Christine Fraser-McDonald
Cc: Carly Steinhoff; Jennifer Shaw
Subject: Re: Spruce the Bruce Grant
Date: March 7, 2024 5:15:32 AM

Thank you for reaching out Gail on this project. I had heard a bit about this from staff on this.
I have copied Christine on this as we could try to get this onto the next Councillor agenda for
consent/support. Thanks, Sylvia

Sent from my iPhone

On Mar 6, 2024, at 3:59 PM, paisleyfm@eastlink.ca wrote:

Hello;  I am wearing my Paisley Agricultural Society hat!

Rob Fullerton, with the Paisley Agricultural Society,  has been working with Pat
Johnston and Carly to get permissions from the Municipality and Saugeen Valley
Conservation, to place a 40’ SeaCan storage unit beside the tennis courts at Rotary Park
in Paisley.  We are in need of storage, since we do not own a building, and currently
store necessary supplies in member homes, barns, and in a trailer unit.  We have the
opportunity to purchase an very nice unit and are hoping the permissions are in place
to get this done by May 2024. 

However, we want this to look attractive and so we have been researching a mural to
place on two sides of the SeaCan so that it is visually interesting for people to look at.  I
have been working at obtaining quotes for several muralists and graffiti artists in the
local area.  I have also met with Lindsay Glazier at the County of Bruce to see if we
would be eligible to get funding through the Spruce the Bruce grant, specifically for a
Streetscape Beautification Grant.  She has encouraged us to apply and get the grant in
as soon as possible.  One of the many requirements, is a letter of support from
Municipal Council for the mural project.   I am writing to ask for such a letter.  I do not
know if I need to come to council to make this request, or it can just be requested on
the agenda of council?   Our mural would have an agricultural/fall fair theme to it.  We
have numerous photos over the years for artists to create something that is
appropriate. 

I hope that you find this project favourable and that we can get your support.  Please
advise what next steps would be.
Thank you!!

Gail Fullerton
Paisley freshmart




